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SCOPE AND CONTENT

Items related to the interior design curriculum of the School of Art and Architecture of Louisiana Tech University, including plans. 1 box.

BOX   FOLDER   DESCRIPTION

001  001  Framed display of clippings about L.T.U. interior design program.

002  002  Seven plans on poster board with examples of materials -- design of Poesis Gallery by Tina Cordaro.

003  003  Five plans of kitchens for Mark Ringheim, 1963.


005  005  American Kitchens Plan-a-Kit, 1949 (belonged to Mary Moffett).

002  001  Notebook Renovation of the Old President’s Home Louisiana Tech University. Notebook and clippings of the Balfour House Vicksburg, Mississippi Historic Preservation Caroline Caldwell. Louisiana Tech University Department of Interior Design.

003  001  Five plans on poster board with examples of materials ---Renovation of the Old PresidentHome.

002  002  Plans on poster board with examples of materials relating to The Balfour House Vicksburg, Mississippi Historic Preservation.